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literary, dialectic, and authoritative methods of forming be-
liefs which have governed the schools of the past, and to trans-
fer their prestige to methods which will procure an active con-
cern with things and persons, directed by aims of increasing
temporal reach and deploying greater range of things in space.
In time the theory of knowing must be derived from the prac-
tice which is most successful in making knowledge; and then
that theory will be employed to improve the methods which
are less successful.
2. Schools of Method.—There are various systems of philos-
ophy with characteristically different conceptions of the
method of knowing. Some of them are named scholasticism,
sensationalism, rationalism, idealism, realism, empiricism,
transcendentalism, pragmatism, etc. Many of them have
been criticized in connection with the discussion of some educa-
tional problem. We are here concerned with them as involv-
ing deviations from that method which has proved most
effective in achieving knowledge, for a consideration of the
deviations may render clearer the true place of knowledge in
experience. In brief, the function of knowledge is to make one
experience freely available in other experiences. The word
' freely' marks the difference between the principle of knowl-
edge and that of habit. Habit means that an individual
undergoes a modification through an experience, which modifi<
cation forms a predisposition to easier and more effective action
in a like direction in the future. Thus it also has the function
of making one experience available in subsequent experiences.
Within certain limits, it performs this function successfully.
But habit, apart from knowledge, does not make allowance
for change of conditions, for novelty. Prevision of change
is not part of its scope, for habit assumes the essential like-
ness of the new situation with the old. Consequently it often
leads astray, or comes between a person and the successful
performance of his task, just as the skill, based on habit alone,
of the mechanic will desert him when something unexpected

